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Abstract— Windows OS issued a newly updated security 
mechanism to prevent illegal access to the memory of critical 
processes as well as for Digital Rights Management (DRM) 
requirements. It is Protected Process Light (PPL). Intruders 
can disable PPL to access memory content of protected 
processes using a kernel driver. Also, they can illegally enable 
PPL for the malware apps to provide self-protection and access 
memory of protected processes, without disabling their PPL. 
PatchGuard does not check the integrity of PPL. This kind of 
attack is crucial for OS security and has to be prevented. This 
paper presents some undocumented internals of PPL during 
the creation of the protected process as well as accessing the 
protected process memory to analyze how the PPL can be 
tampered with. In this contribution, the hypervisor-based 
solution called MemoryRanger is applied to prevent such type 
of kernel attacks on PPL. MemoryRanger can prevent both 
types of attacks on PPL: disabling and enabling PPL in tun 
time. MemoryRanger has been successfully tested on the recent 
Windows 10, version 20H2 Build 19042.631 x64.  

Keywords-content protection; OS Security; attacks on data; 
Protected Process Light; security enhancement for Windows OS. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Protection of process memory is vital for various areas, 

including the Digital Rights Management (DRM) market, 
Game and Anti-Virus industries as well as credentials 
protection.  

To fulfill these requirements Windows expanded its 
security model [1] and introduced the protected process 
model (PP) to provide increased protection for high-value 
content. The model provides several new security features 
including restriction of read and write access to protected 
process memory from other processes running even with 
administrative privileges. In order to be loaded as PP the 
image file on disk has to be signed using Microsoft 
certificate [2, 3, 4]. 

Protected Process Light (PPL) is an extension to this 
model. PPL gives an additional dimension to the protection 
using `Protection Type` and `Signer` values. Various 
combinations of these two parameters provide different 
protection levels among PPL-protected processes [2, 5, 6, 7]. 
Protected processes have the following constraints: a typical 
process cannot access the virtual memory of a protected 
process and inject a thread into a protected process [8].  

PPL is initially designed to protect Windows built-in 
apps and currently it allows anti-malware user-mode services 
to be launched as a protected service. Anti-malware vendors 

with the help of Early Launch Anti-Malware (ELAM) driver 
can launch their anti-malware services as protected ones. 
Now, all critical Windows processes are protected using 
PPL, including Local Security Authority Subsystem Service 
(LSASS), Windows Defender Process.  

Authors admit that with the help of kernel-mode 
malware, the PPL protection can be disabled by clearing the 
flag which indicates the protected process.  

The PPL feature is implemented using a new 
PS_PROTECTION byte added in the EPROCESS structure. 
This byte is set for PPL processes and checked in Windows 
API routines. Malware driver can disable the PPL protection 
by clearing this byte, which stops restricted access to this 
process. Such DKOM attacks are critical for platform 
security.  

Microsoft experts consider preventing such type of 
attacks by prohibiting the digital signing of malicious code 
and recognize such attacks using Kernel Patch Protection 
(KPP/PatchGuard) and Protected Environment 
Authentication and Authorization Export Driver (PEAuth).  

However, research papers and experimental results prove 
that these measures are not enough and PPL can be easily 
disabled even on the newest Windows 10.  

Benjamin Delpy creates Mimikatz, a console application 
that loads a kernel-mode driver, and can be used to 
demonstrate the weakness of the Windows authentication 
subsystem [9]. Mimikatz is not malicious software, but it can 
disable PPL by patching the field Protection 
PS_PROTECTION. This patching occurs transparently for 
users and for the OS, without causing any security reaction, 
such as a BSOD with a bugcheck 
critical_structure_corruption (0x109).  

Windows Defender process (MsMpEng.exe) protected by 
PPL can be terminated after resetting the process protection 
field using Mimikatz. The corresponding attacks have been 
shown by [10, 11]. Boonen implemented a similar attack 
using his own tool called AquaWrench to disable PPL for 
Windows Defender [12]. 

The security issues with disabling PPL are widely 
discussed in the video game industry because PPL plays an 
important role in game cheating engines [13].  

Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS) 
process is protected by PPL to prevent unauthorized access 
to users’ password hashes stored in its memory. Mimikatz 
can disable PPL for LSASS, and after that it can extract 
password hashes from its memory. The users’ passwords 
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from the stolen hashes can be gained by running 
hashcat [14, 15].  

Microsoft security experts issued Microsoft Defender 
Credential Guard (WDCG), which is designed to prevent 
extracting credentials from LSASS. This protection 
mechanism sometimes cannot be enabled and “in these 
cases, attackers can use tools like Mimikatz to scrape 
cleartext passwords and NTLM hashes from LSASS” [16].  

Finally, Windows security experts add Mimikatz app and 
driver to the malware list. This measure helps to block 
Mimikatz itself but does not prevent this type of attacks on 
PPL globally. Also, Mimikatz can be obfuscated to prevent 
its detection [17]. 

A. Examples of Disabling PPL 
Attackers can load their own kernel drivers to patch the 

PPL flag, for example, Mimikatz by Delpy [9], Blackbone 
by DarthTon [13]. Disabling PPL can also be achieved by 
exploiting a vulnerable signed driver:  

 MSI driver by RedCursorSecurityConsulting [18]  
 CPU-Z bug FireF0X [19]; 
 MalwareFox by Harakirinox [20]; 
 Gigabyte driver by Bui [21, 22]. 

Using a similar manipulation, other non-protected 
processes, even malicious ones, can be elevated up to a PPL-
protected level, even without a special Windows signature. 

B. Examples of Escalating PPL level 
Intruders can escalate PPL level for the malware app and 

finally access memory of the protected process, without 
disabling their PPL. These attacks can be implemented in the 
following way:  

 loading a kernel driver [23];  
 exploiting user-mode vulnerabilities [24, 25].  

Windows does provide any API to modify PPL level. 
Experimental results show that these memory manipulations 
are not registered by Windows security monitoring features 
[26]. Therefore, it is crucial for the OS security to prevent 
this kind of attacks. Any attempts to modify the PPL level 
have to detected as a misuse of the system.  

C. Problem Statement  
Attackers can modify some areas of Windows kernel 

memory without triggering any security alerts such as BSOD 
from PatchGuard. The current paper considers attacks on 
PPL, which are part of the attacks on dynamically allocated 
data.  

Intruders can disable PPL for the critical processes by 
clearing the corresponding EPROCESS structures, which 
helps them to access the sensitive process memory. Apart 
from that, they can escalate PPL for the malware process by 
modifying its EPROCESS structure; thus, restricting access 
to the malware process and also granting access to the 
memory of PPL process memory.  

This paper shows a trustworthy solution, which 
guarantees the integrity of the PPL protection against attacks 
based on modifying the PS_PROTECTION byte. Windows 
10, version 20H2 x64 is under the test.  

This research presents MemoryRanger, a virtualization-
based solution, which has been updated to prevent DKOM 
attacks on PPL. The key feature of MemoryRanger is its 
ability to run newly loaded drivers in isolated kernel memory 
areas, called enclaves, by leveraging VT-x and EPT.  

D. Limitations  
Lagrasta [27] shows how to extract password hashes by 

hooking MsvpPasswordValidate in NtlmShared.dll, which is 
out of the scope of this paper. Ciholas, Such, Marnerides, 
Green, Zhang, & Roedig [28] reveal how to gain handles for 
the protected process including anti-malware and anti-cheat 
protection solutions. The attack is out of the scope of this 
paper. Forshaw [29] injects arbitrary code into a PPL using a 
feature of the COM technology. The attack is out of the 
scope of this paper. Another technique it to obtain credentials 
by dumping the content of the LSASS process using the 
legitimate comsvcs.dll library [30]. The attack is out of the 
scope of this paper.  

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.  
Section 2 provides the internals of PPL: its configuration; 

the analysis of triggering PPL during the opening process 
and why the process protection can be disabled and enabled 
illegally.  

Section 3 explains Mimikatz as an example of bypassing 
PPL and extract password hashes. Analysis of the existing 
approaches and tools designed to reveal and prevent 
Mimikatz is in Section 3.  

Section 4 presents MemoryRanger, a hypervisor-based 
solution designed to protect kernel memory, and how to use 
MemoryRanger to protect PPL for the LSASS process from 
being disabled and finally prevents users’ passwords hashes 
from being leaked by Mimikatz.  

Section 5 reflects on the main findings of the research in 
terms of its contributions to the Windows OS Security. 

II. PPL INTERNALS 
This section provides the details regarding PPL 

configuring, some cases of using PPL, PPL internals, 
including the updates of EPROCESS and OpenProcess 
routine algorithm. Finally, it is shown why PPL is not 
protected.  

A. Introduction to the Protected Process Light 
Windows security experts introduced a Protected Process 

(PP) to host Digital Rights Management (DRM) content and 
prevent read and write access to the content of protected 
processes even from admin-level non-protected processes.  

Protected Process Light (PPL) is a re-design of the (PP) 
which creates an access hierarchy for protected processes 
using three elements: protected signer, protected type, and 
auditing mode [2, 31]. Achilles [32] gives all the details 
about their combinations.  

PPL is used to protect memory for critical OS apps as 
well as for various security vendors: Bitdefender [33], 
Cisco [34], ESET [35], Kaspesky [36], SolarWinds [37], 
McAfee [38].  

Windows introduced the Early Launch Anti-Malware 
(ELAM) mechanism, which makes it possible to register a 
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kernel-mode driver that is guaranteed to execute very early 
in the boot process and launch an anti-malware service as a 
protected service. Finally, PPL will defend the anti-malware 
services against malicious attacks. 

PPL limits non-protected processes activity against the 
protected ones: 

 non-protected processes are not able to inject threads 
and they are not allowed to write into the virtual 
memory of the protected process;  

 non-protected processes are neither able to debug an 
active protected process nor to duplicate a handle 
from a protected process. But debugging any anti-
malware protected processes is allowed using a 
kernel debugger.  

In addition, all DLLs which get loaded into the protected 
process must be also signed with the same certificates. 

A newly introduced Secure Event Tracing for Windows 
(Secure ETW) can be consumed only by PPL processes, 
while other non-protected processes cannot listen to these 
events [39].  

It is crucial to analyze how well PPL is protected. 

B. Activation and Checking PPL 
PPL is activated automatically but for some cases, for 

example, to activate Local Security Authority (LSA) 
protection for the LSASS process the following steps have to 
be taken [40].  

There are several Windows API routines to check the 
process protection level: ZwQueryInformationProcess with 
ProcessProtectionInformation flag, PsGetProcessProtection, 
PsIsProtectedProcess, and PsIsProtectedProcessLight [41, 
42].  

These functions gain information by reading the content 
of the EPROCESS structure, the details are in the next 
section.  

C. PPL Internals  
This section includes some internals of PPL.  

1) EPROCESS Updates. Field Protection 
PS_PROTECTION has been added to the EPROCESS 
structure to flag PPL processes. 

PS_PROTECTION Protection is a one-byte structure, 
which includes three members Type, Audit, and Signer. The 
Type field contains the type of protected process. The Audit 
field is reserved, and the Signer field contains the protected 
process signer [41].  

With disabled PPL the Protection byte is zero, see 
Fig. 1 a). After activating PPL the value of this byte is not 
zero. For example, the LSASS process is running with the 
following protection values, see Fig. 1 b). The Type equals 
0x1 (PsProtectedTypeProtectedLight), the Signer field has 
0x4 value, which corresponds to PsProtectedSignerLsa [41, 
43, 44].  

Process Manager API routines have been updated to 
consider the Protection field in the EPROCESS structure. 
The details of the creation and opening process will be 
shown further.  

As a result, the virtual memory of the PPL process is 
protected from being accessed by all non-protected 
applications, even if they have a debug privilege [45]. 

2) Creating the PPL process. The protected process 
creation has some features. The first is that the binary must 
have a special signature, which is provided by Microsoft but 
currently available only for Microsoft binaries.  

Processes can be created as protected during startup 
(PspInitPhase) as well as in run time by calling 
NtCreateProcess, see Fig. 2. All these functions use the same 
Process Manager routine SepSetTrustLevelForProcessToken 
to update the field Protection PS_PROTECTION [46].  

Windows provides a ChangeServiceConfig2 routine with 
SERVICE_CONFIG_LAUNCH_PROTECTED flag to run 
services as PPL using ELAM, the service protection type is 
stored in the SERVICE_LAUNCH_PROTECTED_INFO 
structure [31, 47, 48].  

The next section describes how to open protected 
processes. 

3) Accessing Process Memory. To access a process 
memory from any other processes the following sequence of 
functions has to be called:  

1) OpenProcess 
2) ReadProcessMemory\WriteProcessMemory 
3) CloseHandle 
OpenProcess routine uses the process ID as one of the 

input parameters and returns an open handle to the specified 
process. This handle is used in ReadProcessMemory 
(WriteProcessMemory) routines to read (write) the memory 
content of the opened process. CloseHandle routine is 
designed to finish work with the process and resource 
deallocation.  

4) OpenProcess Internals for disabled PPL. According 
to the MSDN, the OpenProcess function checks access 
rights using the security descriptor for the caller process. At 
the same time, “if the caller has enabled the 
SeDebugPrivilege privilege, the requested access is granted 
regardless of the contents of the Security Descriptor”. In the 
recent Windows 10, this check is implemented in 
nt!PsOpenProcess routine, see Fig. 3.  

To enable SeDebugPrivilege the caller can use the 
RtlAdjustPrivilege(SE_DEBUG_PRIVILEGE) [45, 49].  

Enabling this privilege makes it possible to get a process 
handle, but for the PPL processes, an additional security 
check is implemented. This new check will be covered in the 
next section.  

5) OpenProcess Internals for enabled PPL. 
OpenProcess routine implements an additional check for 
accessing protected processes, but for non-protected 
processes, this check is skipped.  

During opening the process OpenProcess routine checks 
whether the protected process or non-protected process is 
going to be opened. For this purpose, the OpenProcess 
routine reads the value of the field Protection 
PS_PROTECTION [46]. This value is used by 
nt!RtlTestProtectedAccess and 
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nt!PspCheckForInvalidAccessByProtection routines to check 
caller privileges, see Fig. 4.  

If the caller does not have enough privileges, the 
OpenProcess routine returns STATUS_ACCESS_DENIED.  

Research papers and experimental results [9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 50] prove that PPL can be disabled 
even on the newest Windows 10 by resetting the 
corresponding Protection field to zero. Now OpenProcess 
routine successfully returns an open handle to the protected 
process, recognizing it as non-protected by reading the zero 
value.  

D. Protected Process Light is not Protected 
PPL security feature is based only on checking the 

Protection field from EPROCESS during OpenProcess call.  
At the same time, this field can be modified in order to 

disable PPL for OS built-in critical processes and vice versa 
to elevate a non-protected process to a protected one.  

Attackers can easily kill AV solutions and steal users’ 
credentials from LSASS memory by disabling PPL 
protection. Also, they can protect their malicious apps using 
PPL. 

The leak of the protection of PPL has been proved by 
research papers and experimental results. The authors state 
that by clearing the Protection flag in the EPROCESS 
structure the corresponding application loses its “protection 
process” status transparently without triggering any security 
alerts such as BSOD from PatchGuard [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 50]. 

This patching of PS_PROTECTION value from the 
EPROCESS is critical for the OS protection and it must be 
controlled and blocked.  

The next section describes Mimikatz as an example, 
which can disable PPL and the existing ways to fight against 
Mimikatz. 

 
 

  
a) b) 

Figure 1.  The content of the EPROCESS.Protection _PS_PROTECTION structure for the LSSAS process:  
a) with disabled PPL and b) with enabled PPL: Level equals 1 (PsProtectedTypeProtectedLight) and Signer equals 4 (PsProtectedSignerLsa). 
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Figure 2.   The internals of CreateProcess.  

 
NTSTATUS PsOpenProcess() 
{ 

NTSTATUS Status; 
SeCaptureSubjectContextEx() 
SepCreateAccessStateFromSubjectContext() 
if (SePrivilegeCheck(SeDebugPrivilege,PreviousMode)) 

{...} 
PsLookupProcessByProcessId() 
status = ObOpenObjectByPointer() 
return status; 

} 

Stack fragment:  
 
 
 
 

nt!PsOpenProcess 
nt!NtOpenProcess 
nt!KiSystemServiceCopyEnd 
ntdll!NtOpenProcess 
KERNELBASE!OpenProcess 

a)  b)  
Figure 3.  The internals of OpenProcess implementing Privilege checking:  

a) the pseudocode of nt!PsOpenProcess and b) the corresponding call stack fragment.  
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NTSTATUS PspProcessOpen(EPROCESS Process) 
{ 

BYTE level = Process->Protection.Level; 
PspIsParentProcess(); 
PsTestProtectedProcessIncompatibility(); 
if (!level) 
{ 

... 
return STATUS_ACCESS_DENIED; 

} 
return STATUS_SUCCESS; 

} 

Stack fragment:  
nt!RtlTestProtectedAccess 
nt!PspCheckForInvalidAccessByProtection 
nt!PsTestProtectedProcessIncompatibility 
nt!PspProcessOpen 
nt!ObpIncrementHandleCountEx 
nt!ObpCreateHandle 
nt!ObOpenObjectByPointer 
nt!PsOpenProcess 
nt!NtOpenProcess 
nt!KiSystemServiceCopyEnd 
ntdll!NtOpenProcess 
KERNELBASE!OpenProcess 

a) b) 
Figure 4.  The Internals of OpenProcess implementing PPL check: a) the pseudocode of nt! PspProcessOpen and b) the corresponding call stack fragment  

 

III. MIMIKATZ CAN DISABLE PPL  
This section describes how to apply Mimikatz to extract 

users’ passwords with disabled (enabled) PPL for LSASS 
and the analysis of the existing approaches fighting 
Mimikatz.  

A. Mimikatz Can Access LSASS Process Memory with 
Disabled and Enabled PPL  
Mimikatz can extract various types of sensitive data from 

memory [9]. An overview of Mimikatz features and its 
internals are provided by Mulder [51], Hand [52], 
Chester [53, 54].  

To dump users hashes with disabled PPL attackers can 
run the following two Mimikatz commands: 

1) privilege::debug 
2) lsadump::lsa /inject 
The first command adds SeDebugPrivilege for the 

Mimikatz process, while the second command extracts the 
password hashes. The details of the second step are out of the 
scope of this research and discussed by Patil and 
Meshram [55].  

After enabling PPL for LSASS process these two 
commands fail to extract users’ credentials.  

Mimikatz has been updated with a new feature, which 
can disable PPL by patching Protection field of EPROCESS 
structure. Now attackers have to run the following four 
commands, see Fig. 5: 

1) !+ 
2) !processprotect /process:lsass.exe /remove  
3) privilege::debug 
4) lsadump::lsa /inject 
The first command loads a Mimikatz driver, while the 

second one disables PPL for LSASS by zeroing the 
Protection field, see Fig. 6. The last two commands are the 
same as the previous case. Finally, password hashes are 
dumped.  

A similar attackers’ technique is based on accessing 
memory of the protected process without disabling its PPL. 
Intruders can maximize the PPL level for the attackers’ 
application, e.g., Mimikatz app. Experimental results prove 
that this technique works well without triggering any OS 
security mechanisms. To access LSASS process running 
with 0x41 PPL level, see Fig. 1., the Protection level of 
Mimikatz application has to be 0x41 or higher. Finally, 
Mimikatz app can access LSASS memory, without disabling 
PPL for LSASS.  

The next part is focused on the analysis of how to reveal 
Mimikatz and prevent disabling PPL.  

 

2) Call OpenProcess for 
LSASS to steal credentials

Mimikatz 
Driver

Sensitive 
data

LSASS app

Mimikatz
Console App

EPROCESS for LSASS
1) Reset Protection 
field to disable PPL PS_PROTECTION 

Protection

 

Figure 5.  Mimikatz disables PPL protection for the LSASS process in order to acquire the password hashes stored in LSASS process memory  
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a) b) 
Figure 6.  The content of the EPROCESS.Protection _PS_PROTECTION structure for the LSSAS.exe process with enabled PPL:  

a) before and b) after patching by Mimikatz driver. As a result, PPL for LSASS has been disabled. 

 

B. Analysis of Existing Approaches Fighting Mimikatz 
This section provides the analysis of the ways, which can 

be applied to detect or prevent Mimikatz [56, 57].  
1) Mimikatz as Malware?  

A straightforward approach to prevent Mimikatz is to add 
its application and driver to the blacklist and detect them as 
malware. Mimikatz has been detected as malicious software 
by more than 70% of AV products, while many experts 
believe that it is not a virus [58]. The debate is continued.  

2) Via Windows PowerShell  
Windows standard tools can be applied to reveal the 

Mimikatz attack consequences [59]. After disabling PPL, the 
corresponding PPL attributes for LSASS are not returned. 
PowerShell can be used to check this feature, but the author 
admits that this is a poor man’s solution.  

3) Revoke SeDebugPrivilege  
Another approach is based on revoking administrator 

debug privileges (SeDebugPrivilege) by configuring a group 
policy [57]. A process with this privilege can open almost 
every process [58], while this privilege it is very rarely 
used [59]. Malware with local admin rights can restore the 
config [60].  

4) Disable WDigest protocol  
One more approach prevents storing users’ credentials in 

memory [53]. Activation of this feature requires adding the 
registry key [60, 61]. Finally, attackers fail to retrieve the 
credentials. Malware with local administrator privileges can 
restore the configuration [62, 63].  

5) Enable Restricted Admin Mode  
Microsoft update provides a Restricted Admin mode 

[64, 65]. This mode is disabled by default. To enable it, the 
registry key has to be added [57]. At the same time, 
Restricted Admin mode can be disabled by restore the 
configuration [66].  

6) Windows Defender Credential Guard (WDCG)  
Microsoft issued a Windows Defender Credential Guard 

(WDCG), which is based on Virtual Secure Mode (VSM). 
VSM creates a set of Virtual Trust Levels (VTLs), so that 
processes running in one VTL cannot access the memory of 
another VTL. VSM supports only two VTLs: VTL0 with a 
normal kernel and the higher privileged VTL1 with Secure 
Kernel and trustlets. With enabled VSM, LSASS runs as a 
trustlet and its memory is protected from any code running in 
VTL0. However, WDCG is integrated only in Windows 10 
Enterprise and Windows Server 2016, while other Windows 
editions are becoming susceptible to attacks on 
memory [67, 68].  

7) Conclusion  
We can see that analyzed protection methods cannot 

reliably protect users’ credentials from being accessed by 
Mimikatz-type attacks.  

To access memory of PPL protection process, such as 
stealing users’ credentials from the LSASS, intruders can 
implement one of the following modifications:  

 Malware driver can disable PPL protection by 
clearing the PS_PROTECTION byte in the 
EPROCESS structure, which stops restricted access 
to this process.  

 Also, intruders can escalate PPL level for the 
malware process so that they can access the memory 
of critical processes without disabling PPL for them.  

Mimikatz implemented only the first technique, while the 
experimental results prove that Mimikatz process with 
maximized PPL level can access LSASS memory, without 
disabling PPL for LSASS. Both of these Mimikatz-type 
attacks are critical for platform security.  

To protect process memory, we have to guarantee the 
integrity of the Protection field of the EPROCESS structures 
for all processes. Any attempts to modify these fields can be 
used as indicator of compromise (IoC), because Windows 
does provide any documented API to modify PPL level in 
run time. At the same time revealing the abnormal values of 
PPL levels can be used as an attack footprint during memory 
forensics.  

The next section demonstrates how MemoryRanger can 
be updated to isolate the mentioned field of EPROCESS in 
order to prevent attacks on PPL. 

IV. MEMORYRANGER PROVIDES 
TRUSTWORTHY PROTECTED PROCESS 

This section describes the details of how updated 
MemoryRanger can prevent both kinds of attack of PPL: 
illegal disabling PPL for the OS critical processes and illegal 
escalation PPL for the normal processes. The novelty and 
scope of MemoryRanger will be given.  

A. MemoryRanger Intro 
MemoryRanger (MR) is a software-based platform 

security solution designed to protect Windows OS kernel 
data and code from kernel driver attacks. MR has been 
originally designed by Igor Korkin and presented at several 
conferences [69, 70, 71].  

MR includes two main parts: a kernel-mode driver and a 
bare-metal hypervisor (type 1 hypervisor). 

MR driver registers several callback routines to be 
notified about various OS events: loading (unloading) 
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drivers, creation (termination) processes. The corresponding 
MR driver dispatching routines locate the sensitive areas in 
kernel memory, which have to be protected.  

Being a key part of MR, the bare-metal hypervisor 
leverages Intel hardware-assisted virtualization technology 
(VT-x) and Extended Page Tables (EPT) feature to protect 
Windows OS kernel memory. Using EPT we can get an 
additional or second level of address translation (SLAT). 
When EPT is enabled, guest physical addresses are translated 
to host physical addresses by traversing a set of EPT paging 
structures, which is called a kernel enclave. These structures 
determine the mapping between the guest memory and the 
host memory. MR can trap read, write, execute access to the 
memory page by resetting the corresponding access bits on 
the page. Using EPT violations MR is notified of memory 
access attempts and it can protect sensitive data by 
redirecting access to the fake null memory page.  

MR can allocate several sets of EPT paging structures 
with various memory access configurations and, by 
switching between them, MR organizes drivers’ execution in 
isolated enclaves. MR allocates the default EPT paging 
structures, called the default kernel enclave, for OS kernel 
and all drivers loaded before. MR allocates a separate set of 
EPT paging structures, called an allocated kernel enclave for 
each newly loaded driver. MR updates memory access bits in 
the default enclave and in a newly allocated enclave so that 
the newly loaded driver executes only in its enclave. MR 
provides switching between enclaves so that all drivers and 
OS kernel can be executed.  

MR can hook kernel API routines, such as ZwCreateFile, 
ExAllocatePoolWithTag, and locate the corresponding 
sensitive data in memory. Windows OS does not provide any 
built-in facilities to hook such routines and direct hooking 
will cause a BSOD from PatchGuard.  

A recent feature of MR is a special data only enclave, 
called data only enclave, which includes sensitive data and a 
limited number of OS core drivers to manage them. This 
enclave makes it possible to protect data from drivers loaded 
before MR and after it [71]. A key restriction of this enclave 
is that it is applicable to protect data, which are accessed 
quite rarely. Storing the frequently accessed data inside such 
an enclave will cause significant time degradation due to 
switching between enclaves, which is time-consuming.  

MR has been chosen as a basic platform to safeguard 
PPL from the mentioned DKOM attacks, due to MR 
facilities to monitor OS events as well as its memory enclave 
protection.  

B. PPL Safeguarding: MemoryRanger Updates  
Due to the fact that there is no Windows API to modify 

the process Protection level in run time, MR has to prevent 
all write access to the Protection field of EPROCESS 
structures, without restricting read access. To achieve this, 
MR driver and MR hypervisor have been updated.  

An updated MR driver is able to do the following:  
 locate EPROCESS structures for all running 

processes both protected and non-protected and 
create the list of addresses called Active Processes 
List (APL).  

 monitor creation (termination) processes, locate the 
corresponding addresses of EPROCESS structures, 
and update the APL.  

 for each item of APL locate the address of 
PS_PROTECTION structure, which stores process 
protection level and signer, and send it to the MR 
hypervisor. 

MR hypervisor’s duty is to manage memory enclaves and 
dispatch the commands from MR driver to restrict and allow 
access to the sensitive memory areas. MR also implements 
memory access policy to decide whether or not the restricted 
access is allowed.  

An updated MR hypervisor can do the following:  
 allow or restrict access to the corresponding memory 

area for each enclave after processing an update 
from MR driver;  

 trap memory access violations, decide whether or 
not this is write access to the PS_PROTECTION 
structure.  

Due to the paging nature of memory, MR hypervisor can 
restrict access to 4 kilobytes of memory. MR traps any write 
access to the corresponding memory page and checks 
whether or not it is write access to the PS_PROTECTION 
structure.  

An updated MR restricts access to the Protection field of 
EPROCESS structure by means of EPT. MR is notified 
when someone tries to access the Protection fields using EPT 
violations. There are two possible ways of implementing 
protection mechanisms: using a separate enclave for 
sensitive data and without this enclave.  

1) MR with a separate enclave for sensitive data.  
In this case, MR after its loading allocates two enclaves: 

a default kernel enclave and a new data-only enclave, see 
Fig. 8. MR changes the access restriction bits so that the 
Protection fields are accessible only in data only enclave.  

Experimental results show that this approach causes huge 
performance degradation and blocks the OS, because of the 
number of switching between two enclaves: the default 
enclave and the special enclave for sensitive data. 
Performance assessment was not done due to the fact that OS 
had been blocked. To conclude, the data only enclave feature 
of MR works well only to protect rarely accessed data.  

2) MR without a special enclave for sensitive data. 
For the second case, MR isolates the memory content 

with the Protection field only for newly loaded drivers, see 
Fig. 9. Empirical test results show that in this case MR 
produces acceptable performance degradation. The details of 
performance evaluation will be given below.  

3) Performance Evaluation of MemoryRanger 
To evaluate performance degradation of MemoryRanger, 

the qualitative assessment of CPU performance was made 
with the help of Super PI tool. This tool measures the time it 
takes to calculate Pi to a specific number of digits.  

The benchmarks assessment was carried out with 
disabled and with enabled MemoryRanger. The test bed has 
the following configurations:  

 The computing test bed includes the host OS and 
VMware Workstation, which runs VM OS. 
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 Dell 7579 laptop with Intel i7-7500U CPU with 4 
logical cores and 12 GB RAM is a host hardware 
platform.  

 VM OS has been launched inside VMware using 
CPU with 2 logical cores and 4 GB RAM.  

 Windows 10, version 20H2 Build 19042.631 x64 is 
used for both Host and VM OS.  

The benchmark assessment was made for MR running 
inside VM OS. The results showed that performance 
degradation was about 50% (Fig. 7), which is expected for 
the proof of concept. We surmise that the reason for the 
higher overhead on this test is caused by the following 
reasons:  

 MR was designed as a proof-of-concept solution to 
demonstrate the ability of preventing kernel attacks 
and its performance was not a priority. The internal 
dispatching algorithms of MR can be improved to 
speed up its overall performance.  

 Limited resources were granted to the VM OS, 
which made performance degradation worse. Using 
more powerful test bed could improve the 
performance results. VMware Workstation emulates 
VMX feature, which additionally drains CPU 
resources.  

The time overhead is affordable and can be improved.  

C. Testing MemoryRanger 
To test an updated MemoryRanger the following tools 

were used: 
 Mimikatz version 2.2.0 20200918, which illegally 

disables PPL for LSASS process and shows that 
users’ credentials can be leaked; 

 An author’s memory attacker driver, which illegally 
escalates PPL level for non-protected processes.  

The corresponding results have been recorded and will be 
uploaded to author’s YouTube channel [72].  

D. MemoryRanger vs. WDCG 
As for comparing WDCG and MemoryRanger, both of 

them are virtualization-based solutions and use a similar kind 
of EPT based isolated memory enclaves.  

The major difference between extended MemoryRanger 
and WDCG is that MemoryRanger can prevent expanded 
scope of attacks on PPL: illegal disabling and illegal 
enabling PPL, while WDCG is focused only on LSASS 
memory protection, see Table I.  

WDCG is based on VSM enabled by Hyper-V, which 
provides a particular case of enclave-based protection with 
only two memory partitions for normal and secure operations 
[73], while MemoryRanger implements a general case with 
an infinite number of kernel enclaves. MemoryRanger has 
been tested before using three [70], four [69], and five 
separate memory enclaves [71].  

The key differences are the following: 
 WDCG is designed for the protection of users’ 

credentials and memory of LSASS (LSAiso), 
without restricting the access to the memory data of 
other Protected Processes such as anti-malware 
services, while MemoryRanger is a general-purpose 
solution, which can protect all running Protected 
Processes, including LSASS.  

 WDCG does not prevent intruders from enabling 
PPL on their malicious processes to prevent them 
from being detected, while MemoryRanger can 
prevent these illegal memory manipulations. 

E. MemoryRanger: Novelty and Scope 
MemoryRanger has the following competitive 

advantages:  
 MR is the first solution, which protects PPL from 

being disabled and even illegally enabled.  
 MR can notify users about modifying PPL values, 

which helps to reveal APT attacks on the early stage.  
 MR has been tested on various Windows builds from 

Windows 7 and it works well on the newest 
Windows 10, version 20H2 Build 19042.631 x64. 

TABLE I.   
COMPARISON TABLE OF WDCG AND MEMORYRANGER 

Features 
Hypervisor-based Security 

Solutions 
WDCG MemoryRanger 

Does it prevent access to the LSASS 
process memory? YES YES 

Does it prevent access to the memory of 
other Protected Processes after 
disabling their PPL? 

NO YES 

Does it prevent non-protected process 
from enabling PPL for self-protection? NO YES 

Does it launch on startup? YES NO 
Does it support various Windows 
editions? 

Enterprise 
edition only All editions 
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Figure 7.  MemoryRanger benchmark assessment: with enabled MemoryRanger the CPU performance degradation is about 50%  
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V. CONCLUSION 
To sum up I would like to highlight the following: 
 Windows issued the Protected Process Light (PPL) 

to prevent illegal access to the memory of critical 
processes as well as for DRM requirements.  

 Intruders can access the memory of protected 
processes by disabling PPL. Using kernel drivers, 
they can clear Protection field of EPROCESS 
structure, without triggering any security 
mechanisms, such PatchGuard.  

 Also, intruders can protect their malware apps by 
escalating their level of PPL. Windows does not 
provide any API to modify PPL in run time, nor does 
it trap such illegal memory manipulations.  

 MR has been extended to protect PPL from being 
illegally used. MR prevents disabling PPL for the 
protected processes and blocks enabling PPL for 
non-protected processes.  

 MR has been successfully tested on the recent 
Windows 10, version 20H2 Build 19042.631 x64 
with affordable performance degradation. MR works 
well only to protect rarely accessed data.  

 MR has extended features comparing with WDCG: 
MR can protect illegally enabling and disabling PPL 
for all processes, including LSASS; while WDCG 
can protect only LSASS memory, leaving out attacks 
on PPL.  
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Figure 8.  Case 1: MemoryRanger protects the EPROCESS structure of the LSASS process from being patched by Mimikatz driver using three enclaves:  
the default one for drivers loaded earlier, the enclave for sensitive OS kernel data, and a separate enclave for newly loaded Mimikatz driver 
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Figure 9.  Case 2: MemoryRanger protects the EPROCESS structure of the LSASS process from being patched by Mimikatz driver using two enclaves:  
the default one for drivers loaded earlier and a separate enclave for newly loaded Mimikatz driver 
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